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Abstract: The extraction of required facial
expression features from the human face image is an
important task for face recognition. Facial
expressions are natural means of communications
between humans and play a major role in pattern
recognition and image processing. Research in facial
expression recognition has considered seven basic
facial expressions namely anger, disgust, fear, happy,
sad, surprise and neutral. For the face expression
recognition three main phases are used: face
detection, facial feature extraction and facial feature
classification and recognition. In this paper we
studied the different facial feature recognition
techniques proposed by various researchers: Gabor,
DWT, DCT, RSST Segmentation and Local Binary
Patterns(LBP) features with their advantages and
disadvantages.
Index Terms: Facial Expression Recognition, Gabor
filter, Discrete Wavelet Transform, Discrete Cosine
Transform, Recursive Shortest Spanning Tree (RSST)
segmentation, Local Binary Patterns.

extract facial features: geometric feature-based methods
and appearance-based methods [1]. Geometric features
present the shape and locations of facial components,
which are extracted to form a feature vector that
represents the face geometry. Recently Valstar et al.
[6,7] have demonstrated that geometric feature-based
methods provide similar or better performance than
appearance-based
approaches in
Action
Unit
recognition. With appearance-based methods, image
filters, such as Gabor wavelets, are applied to either the
whole-face or specific face-regions.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, Face
detection and recognition is described. Starting with a
brief description of Facial Expression Recognition and
Feature extraction in section 3 and 4, Gabor Filter,
Discrete Wavelet Transform, DCT, RSST segmentation
and LBP with Template matching and SVM are
described in sections 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5
respectively. Some conclusions and future work are then
given in section 5.
II. FACE DETECTION AND RECOGNITION

I. INTRODUCTION
Facial expression plays a principal role in human
interaction and communication since it contains critical
information regarding emotion analysis. Its applications
include human–computer interface, human emotion
analysis, and medical care and cure. The task of
automatically recognizing different facial expressions in
human–computer environment is significant and
challenging. Due to its wide range of applications,
automatic facial expression recognition has attracted
much attention in recent years [1-4].
From the start of the day there are plenty of emotions till
the end, hence the emotions play a key role in decision
making [5]. The emotion is recognized by only with the
help of expressions. The person can recognize the
expressions by seeing directly them because every
emotion has its own expression but person to person a
little bit of variation may exist. The system which
implements the recognition of the human facial
expressions is called facial recognition system. The
facial emotion recognition system involves in the
following steps are Face Detection, Face Recognition,
Face Emotion Recognition system.
An effective facial representation from original face
images is a vital step for successful facial expression
recognition. There are two common approaches to

A. Face Detection:
The purpose of extracting the face region from the
background means face detection. Face detection from
images is a key problem and a necessary first step in face
recognition systems. The several applications such as
content-based image retrieval, video coding, video
conferencing, crowd surveillance, and intelligent humancomputer interfaces.
Face detection can be regarded as a more general case of
face localization. In face localization, the task is to find
the locations and sizes of a known number of faces
(usually one). In face detection, one does not have this
additional information.
Early face-detection algorithms focused on the detection
of frontal human faces, whereas newer algorithms
attempt to solve the more general and difficult problem
of multi-view face detection [8]. This means that the
detection of faces that are either rotated along the axis
from the face to the observer (in-plan rotation), or
rotated along the vertical or left-right axis (out-of-plane
rotation), or both. The newer algorithms take into
account variations in the image or video by factors such
as face appearance, lighting, and pose. Face detection is
used in biometrics, often as a part of a facial recognition
system.
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segmentation, location or tracking of the face or its
parts.
3.

Feature Extraction: Feature Extraction methods
can be categorized according to whether they focus
on motion or deformation of faces and facial
features, respectively.

4.

Classification: Expression categorization is
performed by classifiers. Covering parametric as
well as non-parametric techniques has been applied
to the automatic expression recognition problem.

5.

Postprocessing: It aims to improve recognition
accuracy by exploiting domain knowledge to correct
classification errors.

Fig: 1 Face Detection

B. Face Recognition:
Face recognition system is computer application that
automatically identifying or verifying a person from a
digital image by comparing selected facial features from
the image and a facial database. The accuracy of face
recognition depends on how well the input images have
been compensated for illumination, pose and facial
expression. The variations of facial appearances caused
by illumination. The appearances are classified into four
main components: diffuse reflection, specular reflection,
attached shadow and cast shadow [9]. Variations among
images of the same face due to illumination and viewing
direction are almost always larger than image variations
due to change in face identity.

Some examples of feelings are; 1) Anger 2) Fear 3)
Joy 4) Disgust 5) Sad 6) Surprise and 7) Neutral.

a) Anger

d) Disgust

b) Fear

c) Joy

e) Sad

f) Surprise

g) Neutral
Fig. 3 Sample of face expressions
Fig: 2 Face Recognition

III. FACIAL EXPRESSION RECOGNITION
Facial expression is one of the most powerful and
immediate means for humans to communicate their
emotions, cognitive processes, intentions, physical
efforts or other intra or interpersonal meanings [10].
The general approach to facial expression recognition
consists of five steps [11].
1.

2.

Image acquisition: Images used for facial
expression recognition are static images and image
sequences. Ideally a face acquisition stage features
on automatic face detector that allows locating faces
in complex scenes with cluttered background.
Preprocessing: Image preprocessing often takes the
form of signal conditioning together with

IV. FACIAL FEATURE EXTRACTION
TECHNIQUES
There are two methods to extract the features Geometric
feature extraction method and non geometric feature
extraction method. In geometric method the parts of the
image is consider for feature extraction such as mouth,
eyes and nose and in the non geometric feature
extraction method whole image is consider for feature
extraction.
A. Gabor Filter:
Gabor Filters applied to images to extract features
aligned at particular orientations or angles. It possess
optimal localization properties in both spatial and
frequency domains and they have been successfully used
in many pattern recognition applications [12]. Gabor
Filter bank can capture the relevant frequency spectrum
in all directions. Gabor Filter is a complex exponential
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modulated by a Gaussian function in the spatial domain
[13]. The equation of Gabor Filter can be represented as:

where (x, y) is the pixel position in the spatial domain, λ
is the wavelength (a reciprocal of frequency) in pixels, θ
is the orientation of a Gabor Filter, and Sx, Sy are the
standard deviation along the x and y directions
respectively. The parameters x’ and y’ are given as
x' = xcosɵ + ysinɵ
and
y' = - xcosɵ +
ysinɵ
The advantage of a Gabor filter are concentration on
important components of face such as mouth, eyes, nose,
etc. Gabor features are invariance to illumination,
rotation, scale and transform and have optimal
localization property in frequency and spatial domain.
But the disadvantage is not to represent face global
structure and face texture. The dimension of feature
vector obtained from Gabor Filter is very huge so the
time for performing Gabor Filter feature extraction is
very high. Gabor Filters are not optimal when objective
is to achieve broad spectral information with maximum
spatial localization.
B. Discrete Wavelet Transform:
Wavelet Transform gives both the spatial and frequency
information of the images. The signal is cut into several
parts and each part is analyzed separately in the
frequency representation. The Commonly used discrete
wavelets are daubechies wavelets [14]. Wavelets with
one level decomposition is performed by using the high
pass filter ‘g’ and the low pass filter ‘h’. Convolution
with the low pass filter gives the approximation
information while convolution with the high pass filter
leads to the detail information [15]. The overall process
is modeled in the following equation 1- 4.
A = [ h * [ h * f ] x ↓ 2] y ↓ 2 … …{1}
V = [ h * [ g * f ] x ↓ 2] y ↓ 2 … …{2}
H = [ g * [ h * f ] x ↓ 2] y ↓ 2 … …{3}
D = [ g * [ g * f ] x ↓ 2] y ↓ 2 … …{4}
The ‘*’ represents the convolution operation and ‘↓2’
represents the down sampling by 2 along the direction x
or y [14]. To correct this sample rate, the down sampling
of the filter by 2 is performed (by simply throwing away
every second coefficient). The daubechies wavelets have
many wavelets functions. In this decomposition A gives
the approximation information and the image is a blur
image as shown in fig. 4. H gives the horizontal features,
V gives the vertical features and D gives the diagonal
features present in the image. While compared with
remaining three wavelet coefficients, the wavelet
coefficient A gives the high performance. Further D
gives the less performance. Using the A + H + V + D
wavelet coefficients leads to a performance which is
nearly equal to the A’s performance. So the A’s
coefficients are used to form the feature vector.

Fig. 4 Discrete Wavelet Transforms

The advantages of DWT have the feature of
multiresolution, locality, sparsity, decorrelation. These
properties make the wavelet domain of natural image
more propitious to feature extraction for face
recognition, compared with direct spatial domain. It have
the ability to capture localized spatial frequency
information of image motivates their use for feature
extraction.
C. Discrete Cosine Transform:
The N*N image used in Discrete Cosine Transform
(DCT) for feature extraction. From this image we get a
2D coefficient matrix. In this matrix high frequency
components are located at the top left corner of the
matrix and the low frequency component are located at
the bottom right corner of the matrix. The selection static
coefficient selection approach is used for the coefficient.
In this approach zigzag scanning is used as shown in fig.
5[16].

Fig. 5 Discrete Cosine Transform

In the above fig.5 shows two components AC and DC.
The AC components represents individual pixel value
while DC component represents the whole image.
Discrete Cosine Transform have the properties of
decorrelation, energy compaction, orthogonality and
separability. The DCT does a better job of concentrating
energy in to lower order coefficients. These are the
advantages of DCT feature extraction technique. The
disadvantage of the DCT feature extraction technique is
that the DCT features are sensitive to changes in the
illumination direction. In DCT, only spatial co-relation
of pixel inside the single 2D-block is considered and corelation from pixel of neighboring block is neglected and
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the magnitude of the DCT coefficients is not spatially
invariant.
D. RSST Segmentation:
A face-bounding box is obtained from the skin map. The
Recursive Shortest Spanning Tree (RSST) segmentation
algorithm is applied for creating a segmentation partition
of homogeneous regions. Possible mouth features are
first identified based on the redness property of image
pixels and the corresponding RSST regions. Eye features
are then identified relative to the position of the mouth,
by searching for regions which satisfy some statistical,
geometrical, and structural properties of the eyes in
frontal face images. A general view of a frontal face
image containing a mouth and two eyes is shown in fig.
6.

The most important property of the LBP operator in realworld applications is its robustness to monotonic grayscale changes caused by illumination variations. Another
important property is its computational simplicity [23],
which makes it possible to analyze images in
challenging real-time settings. The drawbacks in this
system are it is highly sensitive to glasses and it is time
consuming process. To overcome the drawbacks of
existing system, a new method is proposed i.e. 2D-PCA
(Principal Component Analysis).
The different machine learning techniques, including
Template matching, Support Vector Machines, Linear
Discriminant Analysis and the linear programming
technique, are used to recognize expressions.
1. Template matching
Template matching is used to perform face recognition
using the LBP-based [19] facial representation. A
template is formed for each class of face images, then a
nearest-neighbour classifier is used to match the input
image with the closest template.

Fig. 6. A frontal face view

E and E represent left and right eyes respectively, while
l

r

M represents the mouth feature. The distance between
the two eyes is w and the distance from the mouth to the
eyes is h. In frontal face images, structural relationships
such as the Euclidean distance between the mouth, and
the left and right eye, the angle between the eyes and the
mouth, provide useful information about the appearance
of a face. These structural relationships of the facial
features are generally useful to constrain the facial
feature detection process [17]. A search area represented
by the square of size (3w x 3w) is also an important
consideration in order to search for faces based on the
detected eye feature positions in the image.
E. Local Binary Patterns (LBP):
The original LBP operator was introduced by Ojala et al.
[18], and was proved a powerful means of texture
description. The operator labels the pixels of an image
by thresholding a 3 x 3 neighborhood of each pixel with
the center value and considering the results as a binary
number. The 256-bin histogram of the LBP labels
computed over a region is used as a texture descriptor.
The derived binary numbers called Local Binary Patterns
or LBP codes. It codify local primitives including
different types of curved edges, spots, flat areas, etc.
Due to its discriminative power and computational
simplicity, LBP texture operator [22] has become a
popular approach in various applications. It can be seen
as a unifying approach to the traditionally divergent
statistical and structural models of texture analysis.
Perhaps the most important property of the LBP operator
in real-world applications is its robustness to monotonic
gray-scale changes caused, for example, by illumination
variations.

Fig. 7. A face image is divided into small regions from which LBP
histograms are extracted and concatenated into a single, spatially
enhanced feature histogram.

The Chi square statistic (X2) also selected as the
dissimilarity measure for histograms:

where S and M are two LBP histograms. It is observed
that some local facial regions contain more useful
information for expression classification than others.
2 Support Vector Machine (SVM)
SVM as alternative classifiers for expression
recognition. As a powerful machine learning technique
for data classification, SVM [20,21] performs an implicit
mapping of data into a higher (maybe infinite)
dimensional feature space, and then finds a linear
separating hyperplane with the maximal margin to
separate data in this higher dimensional space.
SVM makes binary decisions, so the multiclass
classification here is accomplished by using the oneagainst-rest technique, which trains binary classifiers to
discriminate one expression from all others, and outputs
the class with the largest output of binary classification.
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V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this research paper we studied the Gabor, Wavelet,
DCT, RSST segmentation and LBP feature extraction
technique with some advantages and disadvantages. We
observed that the DCT Feature extraction technique have
the higher recognition rate compared to Wavelet
Transform and Gabor filter feature extraction
techniques[24-26].
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[14]

We also presented the frontal face detection using facial
features theory. Using a facial feature extraction step
prior to performing PCA analysis helps to address two
requirements for this system. Firstly, the search for faces
does not need to be carried out at every pixel location in
the image since a small search space can be obtained
using the detected facial feature points. Secondly, the
face detection process can be carried out in one cycle
over a normalized search space, thereby avoiding the
requirement of processing the image at multiple scales.
Deriving an effective facial representation from original
face images is a vital step for successful facial
expression recognition.
In future the work can be extended for feature extraction
techniques improving recognition rate either by
introducing the new feature extraction technique or using
the hybrid approach for the feature extraction for the
facial expression recognition.
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